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Abstract—A log is a collection of record of the events that occurs within an
organization containing systems and networks. Logs are being composed of entries
which are of its own syntax; each log entry has information that are related to a
specific event which has been occurred inside a system or network. Actually, logs are
used basically for problems like troubleshooting, but at present logs serve many
functions almost in all organizations, for optimizing performance of the system and
network, for recording all the actions of users, and for providing useful data for
malicious activity investigation. Logs have been in use for containing information that
are related to various forms of events that are occurring in the networks and systems.
Inside an organization, there are much logs which do contain records that are related
to the security of the system; some common examples of these computer security logs
are logs that are related to audit that contains the track of user authentication
attempts and logs of security device that record the possible types of attacks. In this
paper, we focus on the challenges for a secure cloud-based log management service
and do propose a framework for doing the above.
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